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is thought-provoking book combines analysis of
international commercial and investment treaty arbitration
in order to examine how they have been framed by the twin
tensions of ‘in/formalisation’ and ‘glocalisation’. Taking a
comparative approach, the book focuses on Australia and
Japan in their attempts to become regional hubs for
international arbitration and dispute resolution services in
the increasingly in uential Asia-Paci c context as well as a
global context.
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‘Cross-border dispute settlement in the Asia-Paci c has grown increasingly complex and
dynamic in recent years. In this book, one of our keenest observers of the region traces evolving
developments in Australia and Japan, examining the trajectories of commercial and investorstate arbitration within a common framework. We could have no better guide to the shi s,
stops and starts that have characterized this evolving eld of law and practice.’
– Tom Ginsburg, University of Chicago, US
‘ is important work by an eminent scholar in the eld of international commercial arbitration
provides a valuable opportunity to step back from day-to-day events and experiences and view
them from the perspective of an analytical framework, enabling important trends, policy issues
and principles to be identi ed. Combining intellectual academic rigour with practical
applications and illustrations of the principles discussed, the author draws upon empirical
research and established trends to predict likely developments in arbitration in a post-pandemic
global economy.’
– Wayne Martin AC QC, Francis Burt Chambers and former Chief Justice of Western Australia
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